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Abstract

**Purpose:** To determine the prescribing pattern of methylphenidate and atomoxetine to patients with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in South Africa.

**Methods:** A retrospective, cross-sectional pharmacoepidemiological study was conducted based on the data from a medical aid administrator in South Africa for 2011. All records for ADHD patients who received one or more prescriptions for methylphenidate and/or atomoxetine (ATC Code N06BA) were extracted for analysis.

**Results:** A total of 455 patients (mean age: 16.5 ± 11.56 yr) received 1653 prescriptions for methylphenidate and/or atomoxetine at a total cost of South African Rand 554,915.84 (US dollar 1.0 = Rand 6.76). A majority of these patients (70.34 %) were males and 21.10 % were older than 18 yr (25.76 % of females and 19.81 % of males). About a third of the prescriptions (30.44 %) were dispensed to children younger than 12 years while 25.88 % were dispensed to adolescents (12 to 18 years). Most prescriptions (92.01 %) were for methylphenidate while atomoxetine accounted for 7.99 % of the prescription. A majority of the prescriptions for methylphenidate (47.86 %) were for children younger than 12 yr, and most prescriptions for atomoxetine (52.27 %) were for adolescents.

**Conclusion:** Methylphenidate is the mainstay in the treatment of ADHD in South Africa, with atomoxetine prescribed more often to older patients. Drug use is rational and dosages are within the recommended dosage ranges. As expected, older patients are receiving treatment for ADHD.
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INTRODUCTION

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is one of the most commonly diagnosed and treated psychiatric disorders in children. Epidemiological studies have reported that 4 to 5 % of children in the United States, New Zealand/Australia, Germany and Brazil suffer from ADHD [1]. Prospective, longitudinal follow-up studies have reported that the symptoms of ADHD persist into adulthood at rates varying from 4 to 60 % [2-5]. Studies suggest that between one- and two-thirds of those children diagnosed with ADHD (1 to 6 % of the general population) continue to manifest symptoms of ADHD as adults [6]. While syndromal persistence is relatively low, symptom persistence and impairment is high [7].

Approximately 200 clinical trials to date [8] document the efficacy of stimulants for ADHD in the child and adolescent population, and several
systematic reviews [9,10] indicate that stimulant medications are efficacious in the treatment of children and adolescents with ADHD. In contrast to the data on psychostimulants in children and adolescents diagnosed with ADHD, the evidence for stimulants in adult ADHD is much smaller. Furthermore, the trials assessing efficacy of methylphenidate treatment in adults with ADHD, have shown ambiguous results.

ADHD is increasingly being diagnosed in adult patients in South Africa but only few have focused on ADHD prescribing to patients of all age groups in the country. The primary aim of the study was therefore to determine the prescribing pattern of methylphenidate and atomoxetine to patients in a South African patient population.

EXPERIMENTAL

Research design

A retrospective, cross-sectional pharmacoepidemiological study was conducted on data of a medical aid administrator in South Africa for 2011. There are several medical aid administrators in South Africa who administer data for groups of medical aid (medical insurance) schemes. They therefore perform the administrative functions for the medical aid schemes. The database contained 2,298,312 records of medicines, procedures and medical devices. All records for patients who received one or more prescriptions for methylphenidate and/or atomoxetine (ATC Code N06BA) [11] were extracted for analysis. Each medication record contained information on the age and gender of the patient, with a unique number to identify each patient, the date of the prescription, detailed information on the dispensed drug (name, package size, formulation, strength and quantity) and amount paid. The South African Medicines Formulary [12] and MIMS [13] were used to identify and classify medicine into therapeutic groups.

Data analysis

Records were categorized on the basis of age as children (< 12 yr), adolescents (12 - 18 yr) and adults (> 18 yr).

This cost (part of the database records) represented the amount that was paid by the medical aid scheme for each product. As at the time of the study (30 June 2011), one US dollar ($ 1.00) was equal to 6.76 South African Rand (R).

Microsoft Excel® and Statistica® were used for statistical analyses. Basic descriptive and inferential statistics were calculated. The results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Chi-square test was used to detect significant differences between female and male patients in the different age groups, as well as to detect differences in prescribing frequency of products between atomoxetine and methylphenidate in the different age groups. A value of $p < 0.05$ was considered significant.

Ethical approval

Ethical approval to conduct studies on prescription databases has been obtained from the Research Ethics Committee (Human) of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (ethics clearance number: H08-HEA-PHA-005).

RESULTS

Patient demographic information

A total of 445 patients received 1,653 prescriptions for methylphenidate and/or atomoxetine at an average cost of R 335.70 per product (the total amount paid was R 554,915.84). The average age of patients was 16.50 ± 11.56 years. The age and gender distribution of patients are given in Figure 1. Nearly three-quarters of patients (70.34 %) were males ($\chi^2 = 2.010; \text{df} = 2; p < 0.5$). A fifth of patients (21.10 %) were adults or older than 18 years (34 patients or 25.76 % of female patients, and 62 patients or 19.81 % of male patients).

Overall prescribing frequency

Patients were dispensed an average of 3.71 ± 2.89 products during the year. They were therefore not all receiving the products every month of the year on a consecutive basis, and further investigation indicated that there were breaks in treatment (for example, a patient receiving a product for two months, then no product for the next month, and then again receiving a product). Patients were therefore not using these products on a chronic or continuous basis. Male patients younger than 20 years received disproportionally more products than female patients. A third of prescriptions (30.44 %) were dispensed to children younger than 12 years, and 25.88 % were dispensed to adolescents.
Prescribing of active ingredients

Most prescriptions were for methylphenidate (92.01 %), followed by atomoxetine (7.99 %). The percentage prescribing of atomoxetine and methylphenidate to the different age groups is given in Figure 2 ($\chi^2 = 11.031; \text{d.f.} = 2; p < 0.005$). Most prescriptions for methylphenidate (47.86 %) were for children younger than 12 years of age, and most prescriptions for atomoxetine (52.27 %) were for adolescents (12 to 18 years).

The number of each branded product prescribed was analysed. There were three different trade name products of methylphenidate prescribed, namely Concerta® SRT (18 mg, 27 mg, 36 mg and 54 mg), Methylphenidate HCl-Douglas® (10 mg) tablets, and Ritalin® (10 mg) tablets and Ritalin LA® (20 mg, 30 mg and 40 mg) capsules. Methylphenidate HCl-Douglas® (10 mg) tablets were the most frequently prescribed trade name and dosage form, accounting for 23.41 % of prescriptions. Only one trade name for atomoxetine was available, namely Strattera® (10 mg, 18 mg, 25 mg, 40 mg and 60 mg) capsules. The 25 mg and 40 mg dosage strengths were the most popular.

Drug holiday utilisation

A drug holiday is a period of time over which drugs are withdrawn, usually as part of a structured treatment plan to reverse ineffectiveness of a drug due to receptor desensitisation or to assess therapeutic
Figure 3: Prescribing frequency of methylphenidate and atomoxetine over twelve months

Table 1: DDD and average PDDs of atomoxetine and methylphenidate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Ingredient</th>
<th>Average PDD (±SD) (mg)</th>
<th>DDD (mg) [11]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomoxetine</td>
<td>37.56 (±21.46)</td>
<td>35.32 (±15.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylphenidate</td>
<td>24.68 (±13.58)</td>
<td>25.83 (±13.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Average PDDs of atomoxetine and methylphenidate for the different age groups

outcomes. In ADHD, drug holidays are often utilised over weekends or holiday periods, meaning that the medication for ADHD is skipped and not used. Figure 3 indicates that peaks in the prescribing frequency of methylphenidate could be observed during March, May/June, and from August to November, indicating that drug holidays were used.

Average Prescribed Daily Doses (PDDs) and Defined Daily Doses (DDDs)

The average prescribed daily dose (PDD) for methylphenidate was 25.48 mg and for atomoxetine 35.88 mg (see Table 1). The respective Defined Daily Doses (DDDs) are 30 mg and 80 mg [11].
The average PDDs for the different age groups are shown in Figure 4. The average PDDs for atomoxetine in adult female and male patients were higher, with less variation in methylphenidate dosages between the different age groups.

**Other products prescribed**

A total of 11,716 medicine, procedures and medical devices were prescribed to the 445 patients in the study. Other frequently prescribed drug categories (except central nervous system drugs) were respiratory system agents, antimicrobials and analgesics. Nearly half of the patients (45.62 % or 203 patients) were prescribed one or more analgesic combinations, 35.73 % received penicillins, 33.93 % decongestant analgesic combinations, and 31.46 % antihistamines. Corticosteroids, antitussives and expectorants, non-selective COX-inhibitors, cephalosporins, and erythromycin and other macrolides were also often prescribed.

**DISCUSSION**

The average age of patients was 16.50 years with nearly three-quarters of patients (70.34 %) males. Also, similar to previous South African studies [14-18], most prescriptions were for methylphenidate (92.01 %), followed by atomoxetine (7.99 %). This confirms that methylphenidate remains the mainstay in the treatment of ADHD in South Africa. Three trade name products of methylphenidate were prescribed. The advantage of having a generic equivalent for methylphenidate is the cost saving, which was evident since the generic equivalent was also the most often prescribed methylphenidate product in this study. Atomoxetine has the advantage of being effective as a single daily dose [19] and has minimal risk for abuse [20]. Yet, the fact that there are no generic equivalents available for atomoxetine on the South African market makes it in general a more expensive choice.

Clear peaks in the prescribing frequency of methylphenidate could be observed during March, May/June, and from August to November. It can therefore be indicative that drug holidays were used. There was a clear decrease in the number of methylphenidate prescriptions during November/December, traditionally the long summer holiday in South Africa. Atomoxetine is a non-stimulant medicine and drug holidays are not recommended or indicated. Similar peaks and troughs were not observed for atomoxetine.

The results were generally in agreement with previous South African studies, yet proportionally more adults (21.10 % of patients) were prescribed these products compared to previous studies. Although it was previously thought that ADHD remitted before or during adolescence, it has been estimated that more than 70 % of hyperactive children continue to meet criteria for ADHD as adolescents and up to 65 % as adults [9]. A change in prescribing patterns for methylphenidate and atomoxetine are therefore expected as more young adults are being put on the treatment for ADHD.

**Limitations of the study**

Limitations of the study were the absence of diagnoses in the database and the lack of clinical information. However, methylphenidate and atomoxetine are used nearly exclusively for the treatment of ADHD. Methylphenidate can also be used for narcolepsy, but then it is usually in older patients and not in the age categories in which the products were prescribed.

**CONCLUSION**

Methylphenidate is the mainstay in the treatment of ADHD in South Africa, with atomoxetine prescribed more often to older patients. Drug use is rational and dosages are within the recommended dosage ranges. As expected, more older patients are receiving treatment for ADHD. Further studies should be conducted on adult patients with ADHD to determine whether these products are as effective in adults as in children. Furthermore, comprehensive cost studies, especially on adult ADHD, which also account for quality-of-life and productivity aspects are needed. ADHD is a complex disorder with many facets. Studies on the use of complementary and alternative therapies for ADHD alongside pharmacotherapy are recommended.
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